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SUNBURY, OH, (June 15, 2012) – In this article, Diana Garber of Intuitive Concepts states,
“Feng Shui is about feeling safe and secure, whether it’s used in the environment of the home,
work, school, body, mind, community or otherwise. We have to unmask what is hindering us in
our surroundings; and on the flip side – what’s untapped or present that needs a chance to
blossom.”
Phil Holbrook, the owner of CounterTop Sales learned the importance of a Feng Shui
consultation. “Diana Garber, of Intuitive Concepts, analyzed my company’s new location last
summer when we were moving in. The energy showed theft, auto accidents and death.
Everything Diana said came true, even down to identifying which staff members would cause
problems.
Business was already suffering and staff issues were a problem…but…I did implement (as she
instructed) changing our bidding process. As a result, bids were accepted more readily, which
led to more business. We’re so busy now I’m hiring more people.
Diana is now working on our home, and it’s amazing how on target the analysis is there too.
Family health issues, relationship dynamics, drains on motivation – it’s all there. Things we
were putting off or didn’t get finished, we’re now enthused about – and knowing our Feng Shui
action plan gives us confidence in our choices.”
Phil Holbrook also suggests: “1) Have a Feng Shui analysis done before committing to a site.
Do what is necessary before, or (at a minimum) during the move-in process. 2) Don’t put off
until tomorrow what you can do today. Take it from me, Feng Shui should be at the top of your
to-do list. It sets the tone for everything else. It is a strategy/master-planning tool! Don’t put it
off. Feng Shui makes life easier and business more successful.”
There’s no better way to explain the benefits of Feng Shui in action than what Phil shared.
The flow of energy, both positive and negative is very important to the well-being of a business
or home environment and as he remarked, should be on everyone’s To Do List.
For more information about CounterTop Sales, visit this link. For more information regarding
the article, Diana Garber, or Feng Shui, visit Intuitive Concepts.
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